ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO THE PROGRAM

SESSION #1 9–10:20 A.M.

POSTERS  PAC
BUS: No posters for Session #1

HSC: Simone Allmonti, Donovan Franks, Carly Garvin, Britt Harris, Barrett Maddox, Chuck McAllister-Ashley, Logan McCarter, Mercedes Nagel, Miguel Negrete, Abigail Short
(Bold indicates additional student presenters)

SESSION #2 10:30–11:50 A.M.

POSTERS  PAC
COM: Casey Ryan, Hayley Schulze

SESSION #3 1–2:20 P.M.

SERVICE LEARNING  Hipp Hall 104
Service Learning Across Disciplines
Madison Allen, Rob Cain, Caroline Daly, JoLisa Deeks, Chambers English, Sam Fosker, Sophie Harris, Lauren Hood, Payton Imer, Emily Matthews, Marina Savol, Richard Wetherill

Printed program indicates one large presentation. These presentations are in two separate rooms. (See below)

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS  Johns Hall 105
Perspectives on American Public Policy
Kaitlyn Pugh, Jeffrey Tonge, Jack Zuckerman

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS  Johns Hall 109
Interest Groups Internships
Helen Fite, Everett Haugh, Nicole Hyman, Alexis Mahama, Ashley West, Noah Zimmerman

SESSION #4 2:30–3:50 P.M.

POSTERS  PAC
PHY: Ryan Conlogue, Brooks Musungu, Patrick Mussa, McEver Rebold, Thomas Trinkle, Sara Vanaux, Amber Vargas
(Bold indicates additional student presenters)

RELIGION  Furman Hall 109
Additional Presentation

Encounter at the Ark
• History of Young Earth Creationism
  Paul Barnhill, Rachel Phillips
  Creation Museum
  Ellie Hewitt, Rebecca Lankford

The History and Design of the Ark Experience
• Neil Herring, Kaitlyn Pugh

Scientific Issues in the Ark Experience
• Alex Scott, Walker Upchurch

Historiographical Issues in the Ark Experience
• Ashton Hunt, Caroline Wither

Academic Biblical Scholarship and Creationist Readings of Genesis
• Jake Hansen, Iowan Talbert

BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING & CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL REFLECTION

Hipp Hall 104

SERVICE LEARNING
Service Learning Across Disciplines
Madison Allen, Rob Cain, Caroline Daly, JoLisa Deeks, Chambers English, Sam Fosker, Sophie Harris, Lauren Hood, Payton Imer, Emily Matthews, Marina Savol, Richard Wetherill

Printed program indicates one large presentation. These presentations are in two separate rooms. (See below)

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS  Johns Hall 105
Perspectives on American Public Policy
Kaitlyn Pugh, Jeffrey Tonge, Jack Zuckerman

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS  Johns Hall 109
Interest Groups Internships
Helen Fite, Everett Haugh, Nicole Hyman, Alexis Mahama, Ashley West, Noah Zimmerman

BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING & CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL REFLECTION

Furman Hall 109

MULTIPLE DISCIPLINES  Furman Hall 111
Parallel Session – this presentation is being offered during Session #3 (see SERVICE LEARNING)

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS  Johns Hall 109
Non-Profit Internships
London Anderson, Jose Bailey, Caroline Byrd, Emilie O’Brien, Rachel Phillips, Sheldon Reper, Laken Weaver